
 
 

A Few Press Highlights about  
Noah Gundersen’s Ledges 

 
 

People Magazine: The 10 Best Albums Of 2014 (So far) 
#3 Ledges - Noah Gundersen  

 
"From the opening moments of Noah Gundersen's 'Ledges', with the a capella 
gospel strains of 'Poor Man's Son’, you know you’re in for something 
special...this record keeps you transfixed."   - People 
 
"The solid, memorable songs are at the sweet end of the bittersweet spectrum, 
telling of troubles but seeking or offering help and hope."   - Mojo  
 
“He displays a wise-beyond-his-years talent for handcrafting the spare but 
substantial personal songs. Ledges may be a quiet album but it resonates with 
strong emotions in its own low-key way.”   - Blurt 
 
“Gundersen's new ‘Ledges’, featuring this stirring acoustic track [‘Isaiah’], 
establishes the 24-year-old as a precociously graceful and thoughtful songwriter.” 
      - USA Today 
 
"…powerful debut… Ledges spans 11 tender tracks and weaves together tales of 
faith, temptation, redemption, death, and doubt, offering the kind of perspective 
usually found in much older tunesmiths.”  - SPIN 
 
“It’s rare to see a young artist arrive so fully formed in his or her musical 
direction, but just in his mid-20s, singer/songwriter Noah Gundersen already 
seems to possess the soul of a wizened, grizzly troubadour.” – Yahoo Music 
 
“Noah Gundersen’s live performances are so intense and beautiful that they 
seem at times like a religious experience....’Ledges’ seems effortless in its 
creation.”	  	  - Magnet 
 
“It’s the rare artist whose songwriting brilliance can both movingly inspire and 
maddeningly dishearten, all with the same record. But gifted tunesmith Noah 
Gundersen does just that...”  - Examiner.com (National) 
 
“Gundersen puts his own unique stamp on the singer-songwriter genre and if 
you’re a fan of Ray Lamontagne and Ryan Adams this one has your name 
written all over it.”     – WXPN’s The Key 
 
 



 
“With ‘Ledges’, his full-length solo debut, Gundersen’s star has its best chance 
yet to shine, given his pensive, purposeful musings and a sound that’s carefully 
considered.”      - Elmore Magazine 
 
“...the Seattle songwriter exhumes broken, penitent ballads that suddenly burst 
with a shock of power and catharsis.” – Austin Chronicle 
 
“Noah Gundersen isn't even 25 years old yet, but the weight of the material on 
his full-length debut, ‘Ledges’, makes it easy to mistake him for a musician twice 
his age.”      - The Isthmus 
 
"…Noah’s making his best music yet."  - Stereo Subversion 
 
"’Ledges’ finds Noah Gundersen showcasing newfound wisdom and depth, and 
for that, it sweeps us off our feet." – The Wild Honey Pie 


